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3. The important features of our Jesulogy related to
the function of Jesus
The function of Jesus is integrally related to the person of
Jesus·. What one does is inseparable from what one is. Hence
we can characterise the work of Jesus as the expression of the
person of Jesus.
Our J esulogy basically agrees with the contention of the
Neo-Vedantins65 that unfortunately the universal message of
Jesus which comprises the ideas of the indwelling divinity, of
divine grace, universal ethics, and spiritual realization was
distorted by the Christian Church through fettering it in castiron dogmas of innate vileness of human nature, the 'scapegoat' and the 'atonement', physical resurrection and the second
advent, earthly kingdom and imminence of the Day of
Judgement which are purely sectarian is their scope. Human
sacrifice was a Jewish idea and to fit the gentle and loving
Jesus into Jewish beliefs, the idea of human sacrifice in the
form of atonement or as a human scapegoat, by Christianity,
was really unfortunate.
Our Jesulogy similar to Subba Rao's takes seriously the
Neo-Vedantic criticism of Christian thought that Christianity
distorted the religion of renunciation and realization of the
potential divinity, of Jesus into a secular dogmatic religion of
the innate vileness of human nature and atoning sacrifice of
Christ. We believe that there is justification for this criticism
and it is high time that Indian understanding of Jesus gets
rectified with regard to the major Christological distortion
namely the atonement theory. We may have to qualify
*Dr. K.P. Aleaz is Professor of Religions in Bishop's College, Calcutta, W.
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atonement theory as a Jewish Christian interpretation of the
meaning of Jesus which makes no sense to Indians. That is
the reason as an alternative understanding ofthe function of
Jesus, in our Jesulogy we are explaining Jesus elaborately as
the expression of the all pervasive, illuminative and unifying
power of the Supreme Self; as the expression of the eternally
present human liberation. Also we are showing that the
function of Jesus is to show us the Supreme Brahman which
is Pure Consciousness as the Wit~ess and Self of all. Such an
understanding, we believe, can be a meaningful conception of
the function of Jesus as far as Indians are concerned.
(a) The life and work of Jesus manifests the fact that the
Supreme Brahman as Pure Consciousness (prajoonaghanam),
is the Witness (siik¥) and Self of all (sarvatmii)
While we try to grasp the function of Jesus first of all we
should understand him as the expression of the fact that the
Supreme Brahman as Pure Consciousness is the Wi.tness and
Self of all. The person of Jesus always testified that the Self
is eternal Consciousness (nityacaitanya svarilpa"f?) and he as
the representative of all Jivas in his essential nature (svampa"f?)
also is the same.66 In Jesus we come to the conviction that all
human perception and knowledge ultimately is through the
Supreme Self. 67 In the person of Jesus, Consciousness is proved
to be invariable (caitanyasycwyabhiroritvam) from the fact
Consciousness remains unchanged eve:n when objects change
in their essence and because anything, that is known in any ·
way, emerges to consciousness only as such an object of
knowledge. 68 Jesus bears witness to the fact that Consciousness
(vijfianain) is Brahman's own form (svarupam) and he
exhorts us that the Self, should be realized in one form only,
i.e., as homogeneous Pure Consciousness (vijfianaghani
karasaprakiire'!a) without any break in Him, like the space
(akii.Savanniramtare'!-a ). 69

Jesus reveals to us that Brahman being eternal
Consciousness (nityavijnaptisvaropatr.iiit) is the \Vi h11, · 'lf all
(sarvasa~;yo. Jesus is the prototype ofthe knov.m" ufth(' Seh
(atmavida), those discriminating people (vivekinc ', J .vho
know their own Self as the Witness of all intellectual
modifications with regard to such objects as sound etc.
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(sabdadivif$ayabuddhipratyayasii~i'!-am). 11 We can learn the

lesson from Jesus that the eternal vision of the Self witnesses
the non-eternal external vision (nitycwtmano dr$tirbahyanitydJ:f?~ergrahika); but since the external vision has such
changing attributes as growth and decay, the vision of the
Self that witnesses it, appears accordingly and seems to be
non-eternal owing to human error (lokasya brontinimittam). 72
The person of Jesus testifies to the fact that the vision of the
Witness, the Self, is like the sun etc. revealing things Cadityadiprakasakamtvavat)13. And an important aspect of the gospel·
in the person Jesus is that unless there by some principle
running through everything and abiding through all the three
periods of time or some unchanging Witness of all (sarvarthadarsini) there can be no human dealing involving
rememberance, recognition, etc. and that principle is the Self
which is Brahman. 74
Jesus in his· person shows us that the terms Self and
Brahman qualify one another (atmabrahma8abdayoritaretaravisef?a'!-aviSe~?Jatvam); it becomes established in Jesus that
Brahman is the Self of all (sarvatma). 75 Jesus through his life
exhor~s us that the Supreme Lord is to be realized as one's
own Self (atmetyeva parame8vara'IJ- pratipattavya'IJ-). 76 The fact
proclaimed by the person and life of Jesus that Brahman is
the Self of all shows in the human body the existence of
Brahman as well as Its indescribability: Everyone feels that
his/her Self exists; had there been no general recognition of
the existence of the Self (yadi hi natmastitvaprasiddhi'IJ- syat
sarveloko), everyone would have felt, 'I do not exist'. 77 Brahman
as the Self in Jesus shows the indescribability of Brahman
because no self-revelation is possible by anything, just as fire
which burns and illumines, does not illumine or burn itself
(na hyatmanam prakaSayati dahati). 78
b) The life and work of Jesus reveals the all-pervasive
power (sarvagatatvam) of the Supreme Self
Jesus is the expression of the all-pervasive power
(sarvagatatvam) of the Supreme Self. 79 ThP- Self as Witness
pervades the sight, hearing, thought and knowledge of Jesus,
the human representative. The vision of Jesus originates and
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ends pervaded by the eternal vision of the Self (tata vyiiptaiva
fo,yate tathii uina8yati ca). 80 The person of Jesus teaches us
that we cannot see, hear, think about and know the eternal
Witness, hearer, thinker and knower who pervades (vjii.ptizram)
our ordinary sight, hearing, thought (manoVl:ttelJ,) and
knowledge (buddhivr:fte'IJ.). 81 The elements related to Jesus have
activity only when they are presided over (tiidhya~iiTJ-iimeua)
by the Supreme Lord; they perform their activity through the
pervasive presence of the Supreme Lord (parame8varove8avasadeva).82 The effect is pervaded and held together by its cause
and the Supreme Cause, the Brahman-Atman pervades and
holds together everything including Jesus the human
representative; though at the same time totally different from
all Its effects. The person of Jesus testifies to an ascending
gradation of pervasiveness from grossness to subtleness, from
the gross senses to ~a who is the culmination of subtleness,
greatness and inner Selfhood, through the intermediary stages
of subtle elements, mind, intellect, Hirru:tyagarbha and the
Unmanifest.83
The five sheaths (pamcako8ii'IJ.) of the human person Jesus
are physical, vital, mental, intelligent and blissful and the
Self is implanted (maya'IJ.) in each of them as well as innnermost
to all of them. As the Self permeates each of these sheaths of
the human representative Jesus they each are called physical
(annamaya'IJ.), vital (priiTJ-amayalJ,), mental (manomayalJ,),
intelligent (vijoonamayfi?,) and blissful (iinandamaya'IJ.) 84 self.
Perhaps one of the important meanings of Jesus which India
proclaim through Sankara's Advaita Vedanta is the gospel that
the Supreme Brahman as the Self of all always pervades all
the aspects of our being and this is what the implantation of
the Self in the different human sheaths of Jesus points to.
The person and work of Jesus direct us not to consider any of
the sheath-selves of us as the Supreme Self, but at the same
time his life insists us that at every sheath of our person we
should identify and affirm the presence of the Supreme Self.
The self implanted in the vital force (iitma pfEI?,amayalJ,) of
Jesus is within and different from his self implanted in
food (annamaya'IJ. iitmii); within that is his self implanted
in mind and self implanted in intellect (tadamtarmanomayo
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vijfiiinamayalJ,) and thus by stages the self has been made to
enter into the cavity of the intellect of Jesus (iti vijfiiinagu
hiiyam prave5ita}J,). And there, again, has been presented a
distinct self of Jesus· that is implanted in bliss. And Jesus
realised within this cavity of the intellect through knowledge
that Self which is Brahman. as the culmination of the growth
ofbliss. 85 All the five selves of Jesus which are made up of the
elements beginning with space (akaSadi bhii.tarabdhailJ_) that
are the creation of ignorance (avidyakr:tai'IJ,) successively
pervade the preceding one (purvapurvavyapibhiruttarottarai'IJ,)
and the Self pervades all (sarvagatdJ-). 86 The self constituted
by the essence of food of Jesus (anr-arasamaydf,) has a human
shape (pu71!avidhatvam) and hence the succeeding selves of
Jesus also become humanly shaped. The vital force (pro1J.Ol?,)
of Jesus is the representative life of all and the food-self is
filled with it just as belows are filled with air (vayuneva dr:ti'IJ,)
and similarly the earlier selves of Jesus, the human
representative are· filled up by the succeeding ones (purva!J,
purva8cottarottare7J-a purrJ-aiJ-). 87 The mental self of Jesus
consists of the Vedas (manomayo veaatmokta]J,) and his
intelligence-self represents the well ascertained knowledge
(ni..~cayavijfiiinai]J,) regarding them. 88 The intellect of Jesus is
pervaded by the reflection of Pure Consciousness that is Self
and it causes the knowledge of Brahman due to its nearness
to Brahman.89 ThE' bliss-self of Jesus acts as a pointer (lunga]J,)
to the Supreme Self, though it belongs to the category of the
conditioned selves. 90 The life of Jesus teaches us the allpervasiveness of Brahman: Being all-pervasive like space,
Brahman can very well dwell inside everything ·(sarvagatatvat brahmaTJ-0 vyomavatsarvantaratvopapatte]J,); It remains ever
attained by everybody (nityaptasvaropatvatsarve7J-a). 91 Thus the
function of the person of Jesus is to proclaim the gospel that
the Supreme Self pervades everything, everywhere for all
times.
c) The life and work of Jesus proclaims the illuminative
power of the Supreme Self (atmajyoti'IJ,)

The life and work of Jesus always proclaimed that Brahman
is the light of the Self which is Consciousness (caitanyatma-
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jyotiJ, svabhi:ivam); the Supreme Lord (parame5varalJ,) is the
self-effulgent Self (svaya mjyotiratmaiva ), self-effulgence
meaning the character of Pure Consciousness (caintanyatmasvabhi:ivatii).92 The manifestation noticed in the case of
names, forms, actions and results (namarupakriya
knrakaphala;atasya) of Jesus, the human representative is
caused by the existence ofthe light of Brahman (brahmajyotilJ,
sattiinimittii).93 The light of Brahman is implied (avagamyate)
by the light seen in Jesus who was born from It. The mission
of Jesus was to communicate to humanity the uniqueness of
Brahman as the only illuminative principle. 94 And Jesus
proclaims that Brahman reveals all others, but Brahman is
not revealed by them (brahma hyanyadvacanakti natu brahmanyena vyajyate). 95 Jesus, the human representative always
acknowledges that since the Self constitutes the essence of
everything, the internal organ cannot ~ct with regard to its
own Self (sarvavisayam prati pratyageveti svatmani na
pravartateantalJ,aka.ra1J-am); the mind can tbfuk only when it
is illumined by the light of Consciousness within (atasthena hi
caitanyajyot~avabhasitasya manaso mananasamarthyam). 96 In
Jesus we get a glimpse of Brahman because the person and
work of Jesus proclaims the Supreme Self as the Ear of the
ear (srotrasya srotram), the Mind of mind (manasomanciJ,), the
Speech of speech (vaco vacam), the Life of life (pranasya
pr~alJ,) and the Eye of the eye (cakf?!J!!a8cakf?ulJ-) as all these
organs can peform their functions only through the radiance
of the light of Consciousness (caitanyajyot~a aipitam). 97
The person of Jesus is the affirmation and proclamation of
the fact that as an emerald or any other gem (marakatadirmt;~.TJ-ilJ,) dropped for testing into milk etc., imparts its lustre
to them (atmacchayameva tatkf?"iradidravyam karoti) the
luminous Self (atmajyotilJ,) unifies and integrates (ek"ikljya)
the intellect and all other organs within the human body
(knryakar~samghatam) and imparts His/Her lustre to them
(atmajyotiSchayam k~roti). 98 The life of Jesus teaches us that
it is always through the grace of the light of Self that all our
activities take place Catmajyotiranugrahe1J-aiva hisarvaaa
sarvalJ- samvyavaharalJ-). 99 The message of Jesus to the whole
creation is that the Supreme Self is one and illumines (pra·
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kaSayati) all bodies, the whole material being (k}etram) from
the unmanifest (avyakta}J,) down to the unmoving objects from
the great elements (mahiLbliUtiini) down to courage. 100 Jesus is
the affirmation that the light of Consciousness (caitanya}J,)
exists in all alike, in the moving and unmoving objects, directly
proportional to the sattva principle they possess. 101
d) The life ·and work of Jesus is the manifestation of the
unifying power (ek l.Ju:tya) of the Supreme Self

Jesus stands out in history proclaiming the gospel that the
Self is the only common referent of the universe (atmasamanyatva), its origin and its end; all things are unified in
Brahman because the varieties of genus and particulars are
not different from lt. 102 • Jesus is the visible manifestation of
the Selfs identification with everything. He reminds us that
the Self cannot be taken apart from anything else
(kutascitpravibhajya). 103 The person of Jesus as the
representative name and form is the symbol of unification of
the elements, organs, objects, mind, intellect and vital force in
the Self. In Jesus we see the organs (kara7J.am) to be of the
same category (samiinajatzyam) as the objects (v~ayam) and
the generalities (samiinyi:inam) of these are unified (prav~am)
is a general consideration by his mind (manov~ayasamiinyam
atre) which in turn is unified in a general cognition by the
intellect (buddhivU!ayasamanyamatre) and this through
discrimination (vijoonamiitrameva) is merged (prall.yate) in
Pure Consciousness. And the general functions of the motor
organs are again nothing but the vital force of Jesus (p~a
miitram) which in turn is only Pure Consciousness (prfrJ-a8ca
prajfl7Lnamiitram). 104
The Self, illumining the intellect of Jesus, illumines throught
it the entire body and organs (~etramavab/Wsayati) and
therefore through the similarity of the intellect of Jesus
(buddhisamiinyadvare7J.a) the Self assumes the likeness of
everything (tena sarve71-a sami:inalJ-). 105 As each particular organ
of Jesus functions, the Self is internally present to it (tasya
tasyemdriya§ya vyaparodbhave tattnnayo bhavati) and this fact
proclaims to us that as each particular organ of us functions,
the Self is internally present to it. 106 The vital force and the
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organs of Jesus and us are merely the Selfs names according

to functions (karmajani niimiini) and they are unified in the
Self or become non-different (ekamabhinnatiim bhavanti) from
the unconditioned (nirupadhike) Self only as His/Her own
essence (vastumiitrarilpel?-0- hi). 101 The Self unifies Jesus and
all of us, in Him/Her as His/Her homogeneous essence and it
is in this way that Jesus can be designated as the expression
of the unificative power of the Supreme Self. The point is that
bel!ause of Jesus, us and the manifold universe, no
heterogeneity (anekarasata) happens to the Self; the Self is
always One of homogeneity (ekarasata). It is this knowledge
of the homogeneity of Jesus, us and the whole creation as
Brahman that constitutes the realization of the unity of the
Self (atmaikatvadar8aniitmikam). 108

e) The life and work of Jesus is the affirmation of the eternally
present (nityasiddhasvabhiivain) human liberation
Jesus, our representative points to human liberation as
simultaneous with the rise of illumination. Jesus'
representative vision as the Self of all (sarvatmatvain) occurs
simultaneously with the rise of complete illumination
(samyagdar8anakalameva) and it is a matter of immediate
direct result (pratyaki!aphalatvat), the result of knowledge
being a matter of direct experience (anubhavarzufhain tu
jiiii,naphalain). 109 The life of Jesus is the proof that sin becomes
dissipated when Brahman is known (brahmadhigame
duritak?aya iti shitam); 110 as a result of knowledge (vidyaya)
there is a dissociaticn of the Self from the senses and
elements.m The gospel of Jesus from India for the whole
humanity is that liberation is an ever attained fact
(nityasiddhasvabhiivain). 112 The life of Jesus points to the fact
that liberation is the cessation of bondage and not the
production of any fresh result (baindhanivljti rnil,trapek?a,
niipurvopajana napekljii,). 113 Liberation in Jesus is the removal
ofignorance and the affirmation of one's own real nature which
is the Self who is beyond acceptance and rejection.U4 Jesus tells
us that we cannot reach where we already are; the Supreme
Brahman can never become a goal to be attained (gaintavyata) as It pervades everything (sarvagatam), is inside everything
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(sarviintaram) and is the Self of all (sarvatmakam). 115 The
person of Jesus is the affirmation of the gospel that because
the Self is our own Self, He/she cannot be produced, attained,
modified or improved (notpadya apyo vikaryalf, samskaryova)
by any means (kenacitsadhanena) like son, rites, etc. 116 Also,
it is not possible that a knower of Brahman like our
representative Jesus should depart or have any path to follow
(utkrontirgatiiJ,) because realization of the Self can take place
in his very life and very body. 117 The life of Jesus affirms that
the knowledge of the Innermost Self becomes possible for the
whole humanity when the ego vanishes (nivr:ttauagamalf,
siddhilf, svatmanoanubhava8ca naif,); when the identification
of other things as Self is destroyed (anyatmabhavanivr:ttau) the
experience of the Self as one's own Self whi<:h is natural alone
will remain (atmabhavd!- svatmani suabhaviko yli!- sa kevalo
bhauati). 118 Also, in the knowledge leading to liberation
promised in Jesus, there can be no· such distinction as
superiority and inferiority (utkart!anikarf!atmakalf,).U 9
Thus we saw above a practical demonstration of an Indian
dialogical theology, more specifically an Indian dialogical
Jesulogy in terms of the perspective of Pluralistic Inclusivism
for the relational convergence of religions, in this case of
Hinduism and Christianity. It also points to the fact that our
hermeneutical context, a major factor of which is Advaita
Vedanta, decides the content of our theology. We tried to make
the very content of the revelation of God in Jesus truly
pluralistic by elaborating the contributions of Sankara's
Advaita Vedanta to it. There is a possibility of understanding
the person of Jesus as the extrinsic denominator (upadhi) of
Brahman, the name and form (namariipa) of Brahman, the
effect (karya) of Brahman, as well as the reflection (abhasa) and
delimitation (ghatakasa}J,) of Brahman. There is also a
possibility of interpreting the function of Jesus as to manifest
the all-pervasive (sarvagatatvam), illuminative (jyoti}J,) and
unifying (ek"ikr:fya) power of the Supreme Atman; as to manifest
that the Supreme Brahman as Pure Consciousness (prajiiiinaghanam) is the Witness (SCtkf!i) and Self of all (Sarvatma) and
as to manifest the eternally present (nityasiddhasuabhavam)
human liberation.
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